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Abstract
In this article, we provide three generators of propositional formulae for arbitrary languages, which uniformly sample three different formulae spaces.
They take the same three parameters as input, namely, a desired depth, a
set of atomics and a set of logical constants (with specified arities). The
first generator returns formulae of exactly the given depth, using all or
some of the propositional letters. The second does the same but samples
up-to the given depth. The third generator outputs formulae with exactly
the desired depth and all the atomics in the set. To make the generators
uniform (i.e. to make them return every formula in their space with the
same probability), we will prove various cardinality results about those
spaces.
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Introduction

This paper aims to provide algorithms for some random generators of propositional formulae. The motivation for this project was born out of a practical
need. One of the authors of this work (Roffé) was designing software for logic
teaching—which is now published as TAUT [13]. The various modules of this
software were intended to be capable of randomly generating logic exercises
(as well as their solution and the correction of the input provided by the enduser), a problem that includes the random generation of formulae. Moreover,
for the random formula generators to fulfill their function within TAUT, there
are several desirable requirements they should meet. These are:
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1. In order for the end-user to be able to control the difficulty of the exercises, the generator should be able to provide formulae with—either up-to
or exactly—a given number of different propositional letters and a given
depth (for instance, in the truth table modules, the number of letters and
depth control the number of columns and rows, respectively).
2. Since TAUT works with many logic systems (some of which, such as LFI1
[3], add new vocabulary) and in some modules (e.g. the truth table modules) the end-users can even define their own vocabulary and truth tables,
it would be desirable for the generators to work for any finite propositional
language, with any finite set of logical constants.
3. Given a particular depth and number of propositional letters, every formulae containing them should be returned with a probability greater than
zero.
4. Every formula containing them should be generated with the same probability (i.e. the generator should return formulae with a uniform distribution). Note that this requisite entails, and thus is stronger, than the
previous one.
To accomplish this, it would seem reasonable to just implement existing generators. However, this would not be the best choice, for the following reasons.
Random formula generators have been developed and deployed mainly in relation to Automatic Theorem Provers (ATPs) [14, 15]. At a certain point in their
development, ATPs reached such a level of proficiency that it became difficult
to compare them with manually generated problems [1, 2]. The solution was to
implement random generators, which followed some specific design rules aimed
at generating “hard” formulae, and thus allowing comparison of the ATPs in
terms of their performance on solving them [4, 11]. The design rules were such
that the generators were biased, generating formulae with certain fixed structures.1 In other words, formulae with other structures (those too simple to solve
for an ATP) were not generated at all.2
Given the aforementioned desired properties, these generators are not completely suitable. Firstly, because the end-user would not be able to control the
difficulty of the exercises by controlling the number of different propositional
letters and the depth of the formulae to be generated. Secondly, because these
generators are designed for specific languages, mainly classical propositional
1 The current standard is to test ATPs by having them solve formulae with clause normal
form (CNF), or other similar structures, depending on the language one is working with. This
allows researchers to select specific parameters for variation and performance comparison, such
as atomics (or negations of atomics) per clause and the number of clauses. In addition, some
explicit combinations of literals will be avoided, when they make the formula become trivial.
[1, 10]
2 There is evidence showing that allowing every structural parameter to vary freely in
the formula generators can lead to incorrect conclusions about the performance of the ATP.
This is due to the fact that, if that is allowed, the generators produce trivial (or easy to
solve) formula structures. There has been work in designing biased generators, which produce
formula structures that are harder to solve. [1, 6, 8, 9, 11]
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logic and some modal extensions of it [4, 5, 7, 12], this would not allow the endusers to define their own vocabulary. And thirdly, as said above, because some
formulae would not even be generated at all, while those generated would not
come out with the same probability. Thus, some new generators are required,
following different design rules that fulfill the desired properties.
This article provides various generators (the G functions). Section 2 begins
with a first version of a generator that, given a set P of propositional letters,
returns formulae with a depth of exactly n (given as input) and only (but
possibly not all) members of P (GES , for Exactly n and Some P ). We prove
that this initial version satisfies properties 1-3 but not 4. In order to make it
satisfy 4, we will need to prove some results about the cardinalities of certain
sets of formulae (the Q functions), which we do in section 3. Section 4 describes
how those results are used to give a version of GES that satisfies requisite 4.
In section 5, we use the results from the previous sections to provide other
generators, such as GU S (up-to n depth and some P ) and GEA (exactly n and
all P ). Finally, we draw some conclusions. As supplementary material, we
provide a set of Python modules where the main algorithms of this paper are
implemented.
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An Initial Algorithm

In this section, we provide an initial version of GES , which returns every formula
with positive (but not equal) probability. This generator will be a recursive
function, taking as input: the desired depth n of the formulae to be generated,
a set P of atomic formulae and a set C of logical constants (with any given
arities). The general strategy will be to build the formulas ”top-down”. That
is, if the depth given as input is d, it will choose a logical constant and call
itself recursively (with a depth less than d) to build the formulae that fit into its
arguments. When the depth reaches 0, it returns an atomic.3 In more detail,
the generator can be specified as follows.
3 Throughout the paper, for reasons of computational tractability and simplicity, we work
with prefix notation. Therefore, we write ¬(p) and ∧(p, p) instead of the more usual ¬p and
p ∧ p.
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Function 1 GES (n, P, C) [Non-uniform version]
Input: n (depth), P (set of atomics), C (logical constant set)
Output: Random formula of depth n using all or some atomics in P
1. if n = 0 then
2.
Randomly choose an atomic a from P
3.
return a
4. else
5.
Randomly choose an m-ary connective ? from C
6.
Randomly choose an integer i from {1, . . . , m}
7.
fi ← GES (n − 1, P, C)
8.
for all x in {1, . . . , m} − i do
9.
Randomly choose an integer j from {0, . . . , n − 1}
10.
fx ← GES (j, P, C)
11.
end for
12.
return ?(f1 , . . . , fm )
13. end if
Note that steps 6 and 7 ensure that the entire formula reaches the desired depth
for at least one of the arguments of ?. However, the rest of the arguments do
not necessarily have to reach that depth (hence, in step 9, the first argument to
be given to GES in the following step is chosen at random between 0 and n − 1).
In steps 5, 6 and 9 (and in many places below in the paper) we assume that the
programming language being used contains a function to uniformly sample the
members of a set.
Thus, for example, if n = 1, P = {p1 } and C = {∧}, the following will
happen at execution time:
• Initial depth is not 0, so the execution enters the condition on step 4
• In step 5, the binary constant ∧ is chosen
• In step 6, either 1 or 2 is chosen (let’s suppose it is 2)
• In step 7, GES (0, {p1 }, {∧}) is called
• Initial depth is 0, so the second execution enters the condition on
step 1
• In step 2, p1 is chosen
• In step 3, p1 is returned to the top level execution
• s2 is assigned p1
• In step 9, integer 0 is chosen from the set {0}
• In step 10, GES (0, {p1 }, {∧}) is called (as before, it returns p1 )
• s1 is assigned p1
4

• In step 12, ∧(p1 , p1 ) is returned
Note that, by design, GES —as presented above— will satisfy requisites 1 and
2 stated in the introduction. We now prove that it satisfies requisite 3.
Theorem 1. For all n, all P and all C, GES (n, P, C) returns every possible
formula of depth n and some P with positive probability.
Proof. We prove this result by induction on the depth n (we take P and C to be
arbitrary finite sets of atomic formulae and logical constants during the whole
proof).
If n = 0, then GES returns an atomic chosen at random from P . Thus, every
formula of depth 0 has positive probability of being returned by GES (0, P, C)
For the inductive case, suppose that all formulae with depth j < n are
returned with positive probability. Let f be an arbitrary formula (of form
?(f1 , . . . , fm )). We show that f has a positive probability of being returned in
step 11. This follows immediately from the following two facts:
• The constant ? with which f begins has a positive probability of being
sampled in step 5, in the first recursive iteration of GES (n, P, C) (since C
is finite and ? is a member of C).
• Each of the f1 , . . . , fm is generated through recursive calls to GES , either
in step 7 or 10. Whichever the step, GES will be called with a depth
lower than n. Thus, by the inductive hypothesis, each fi has a positive
probability of being returned.

Next, we show that, even though every formula has a positive probability of
being returned by GES , it is not true that every formula has the same probability
of being returned. That is, we show that the version of GES introduced above
does not sample its formula space uniformly. The reasons why this is so will be
illustrative of the kinds of problems we will have to solve to make it uniform.
Consider a case where n = 1, P = {p1 , p2 } and C = {¬, ∧}. GES (n, P, C)
will return formulae with either an ¬(ϕ) or an ∧(ϕ, ϕ) form. Moreover, since in
step 5 the constant is chosen uniformly, those two structures will appear with the
same probability (0.5). However, ¬(ϕ) has two instances—¬(p1 ) and ¬(p2 )—
while ∧(ϕ, ϕ) has four instances—∧(p1 , p1 ), ∧(p1 , p2 ), ∧(p2 , p1 ) and ∧(p2 , p2 ).
Thus, each of the negated formulas will be returned with probability 0.5 · 0.5 =
0.25, while each of the conjunctive ones will have probability 0.5 · 0.25 = 0.125
(figure 1).
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Figure 1: Frequencies of the formulae obtained for n = 1, P = {p1 , p2 } and
C = {¬, ∧} for 1,000,000 generated formulae. Generated with the G ES biased
function in the supplementary Python modules.
A second kind of case would be one where n = 2, P = {p1 } and C = {∧}.
Now three structures are possible—∧(∧(ϕ, ϕ), ϕ), ∧(ϕ, ∧(ϕ, ϕ)) and ∧(∧(ϕ, ϕ),
∧(ϕ, ϕ)). A formula with the first structure will be outputted with probability
0.25 (the left conjunct is chosen with probability 0.5 in step 6, and depth 0
is chosen with probability 0.5 in step 9). The same happens with the second
structure. The third, however, will be outputted with probability 0.5, since it
may emerge in two different ways (left disjunct is chosen in step 6, depth 1 is
chosen in step 9; and right disjunct is chosen in step 6, and depth 1 is chosen
in step 9). Thus, given that there is only one propositional letter to choose
from, ∧(∧(p1 , p1 ), p1 ) and ∧(p1 , ∧(p1 , p1 )) will have probability 0.25 each, while
∧(∧(p1 , p1 ), ∧(p1 , p1 )) will have probability 0.5 (figure 2).
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Figure 2: Frequencies of the formulae obtained for n = 2, P = {p1 } and C = {∧}
for 1,000,000 generated formulae. Generated with the G ES biased function in
the supplementary Python modules.
In contrast, if P contained three propositional letters, each formula that is an
instance of the first two structures would have a greater probability of being
generated than a formula with the third structure (the calculations are similar,
readers can perform them on their own).
To avoid both kinds of issues, we will need to weigh both the probabilities
of choosing constants of given arities in step 5, as well as the subformula depths
chosen in step 9. To do that, we will present equations which allow us to
calculate various results about the cardinalities of certain sets of formulae, which
we do in the following section.
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Counting Formulae

In order to obtain a generator with a uniform distribution, we will present
an algorithm that weighs the various parameters during structure generation.
We will accomplish this by counting the number of formulae with (up-to or
exactly) a given depth, including (all or some) members of a given set of atomic
formulae, and a given set of logical constants. The present section introduces
three equations that serve to count the cardinalities of those sets of formulae.
For each, we will prove that they quantify what is intended.
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The first function (which we call QU S ) counts how many formulae there are
with up-to n depth, including only (and all or some) propositional letters of a
finite set P .
Theorem 2. For a language L with logical constant set C, and given a finite
set of propositional letters P (with p = |P |), the number of formulae with up-to
n depth that include all or some formulae in P is given by:

if n = 0
p
k
P
QU S (n, p, C) =
p +
C(i) · QU S (n − 1, p, C)i
if n > 0
i=1

Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth n. For n = 0 (the base case),
the result is obvious. For the inductive hypothesis, assume that for all m < n,
#1 (m, P, C) = QU S (m, p, C) (where #1 (m, P, C) is the number of formulae with
up-to n depth and including all or some P).
A formula with depth at most n is either an atomic formula (there are p of
those) or has a logical constant as its main symbol. We obtain the result by
summing over the number of formulae that have each of the constants as the
main symbol. That is,
#1 (n, P, C) = p +

k
X

C(i) · #2 (i, n, P, C)

i=1

where k = max(i) such that C(i) 6= 0 (k is the maximum arity of the constants
in C) and #2 (i, n, P, C) is the number of formulae with at most n depth and
some P that begin with an (arbitrary) i-ary connective.
A formula with depth at most n and i-ary connective ? as its main symbol
has the form ?(f1 , ..., fi ). Since each of the fi ’s has a depth of at most n − 1, by
the inductive hypothesis, there are QU S (n − 1, p, C) formulae that can fit into
each of the arguments of ?. Hence, #2 (i, n, P, C) = QU S (n − 1, p, C)i , which
immediately gives us the desired result.
Having QU S allows us to easily define another equation, QES , which counts the
number of formulae with exactly n depth that contain all or some members of
a set P of atomics. We do that by obtaining the number of formulae of up-to
n depth and subtracting the number of up-to n − 1. We express this result as
a corollary:
Corollary 1. For a language L with logical constant set C, the number of
formulae with exactly n depth and some formulae from P (such that p = |P |)
is:
(
p
QES (n, p, C) =
QU S (n, p, C) − QU S (n − 1, p, C)
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if n = 0
if n > 0

It might be thought that QEA (n, P, C) (exactly n and all P ) is easily definable
in a similar way, by doing QES (n, p, C) − QES (n, p − 1, C). However, this is
not the case. Consider for example a case with n = 1, P = {p1 , p2 , p3 } and
C = {⊕}, where ⊕ is a 4-ary constant. QES (n, p, C) will count formulae such
as ⊕(p1 , p1 , p1 , p1 ), ⊕(p2 , p2 , p2 , p2 ) and ⊕(p3 , p3 , p3 , p3 ), which we do not want
to count (since they do not contain all members of P ). However, subtracting QES (n, p − 1, C) will only make us stop counting two of those formulae,
not all three of them. That is because QES (n, p − 1, C) counts the number of
formulae with the same setting as above, but with P = {p1 , p2 } (or, equivalently, removing one of the other two), which does not count ⊕(p3 , p3 , p3 , p3 ).
Moreover, for the same reason, subtracting QES (n, p − 1, C) will make us stop
counting ⊕(p1 , p1 , p2 , p2 ) but not ⊕(p1 , p1 , p3 , p3 ) nor ⊕(p2 , p2 , p3 , p3 ) (or any
other formulae that contains only two letters, p1 and p3 , or p2 and p3 ).
To obtain QEA (n, P, C) we first prove a preliminary proposition, which will
be important in the first case of QEA .
Proposition 2. For a language L with logical constants of maximum arity k,
a formula of depth n can contain at most k n different propositional letters.
Proof. The proof is, once again, by induction on the depth n.
For the base case, if n = 0, then k 0 = 1, which is obviously correct since a
formula of depth 0 is a propositional letter (which, of course, contains at most
one propositional letter).
For the inductive case, suppose that for all depths j < n, a formula may
contain at most k j different propositional letters. What we need to calculate
is the maximum number of propositional letters that a formula of depth n will
have.
Now, a formula of depth n will have form ?(f1 , . . . , fm ). Since, in this
proposition, we are not imposing any restriction on the number of atomics that
the formulae may contain, we can assume that f1 , . . . , fm do not share any
propositional letters, in order to maximize the letters contained by ?(f1 , . . . , fm ).
Thus, the number of letters in f1 , . . . , fm will be given by l(f1 ) + · · · + l(fm )
(where l(x) is the number of letters that x has).
Note also that each of the f1 , . . . , fm has a depth between 0 and n − 1,
and thus, by the inductive hypothesis, a number of letters between k 0 and
k n−1 . Again, this number will be maximized when each fi has depth n − 1.
Thus, we get that ?(f1 , . . . , fm ) will contain at most m · k n−1 letters. The only
question left is the arity of ? (and thus, what m is). Again, this number will
be maximized when ? is a constant of the maximum arity available, which is k.
Thus, ?(f1 , . . . , fm ) will have at most k · k n−1 = k n propositional letters.
With this in mind, we can now provide an equation for QEA as follows:
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Theorem 3. For a language L with logical constant set C (where k = max(i)
such that C(i) 6= 0; that is, k is the maximum arity of the constants in C),
if P is a finite set of propositional letters (such that p = |P |), the number of
formulae with exactly n depth and all propositional letters from P is:

QEA (n, p, C) =



0

QES (n, p, C) −

if p > k n
p−1
P
j=i

p
i



· QEA (n, i, C)

otherwise

Proof. This time, the proof is by induction on the number of propositional
letters in P , i.e. p.
For the base case (p = 1), we must be in the second case of QEA , because
whatever the values of k and n are, since k must be a positive integer and n will
be equal to or greater than zero, it will not be the case that 1 > k n . Thus, since
P contains only one member, the number of formulae with exactly depth n and
some (but possibly not all) atomics in P is equal to the number of formulae
of exactly n and all atomics in P . Thus, QEA (n, p, C) = QES (n, p, C). QEA
guarantees this since, in the second term of the second case, the sum will have
1 as lower bound and 0 as upper bound (and thus be equal to zero).
For the inductive hypothesis, suppose that for all j < p, #3 (n, j, C) =
QEA (n, j, C), where #3 (n, j, C) is the number of formulae with exactly depth
n and containing all members of a set J of formulae (with j = |J|).
Since now p > 1, we will either be in case one (if p > k n ), for which the
proof that there are 0 formulae is given in proposition 2, or we will be in case
two (if p ≤ k n ). From here on, we assume this is the case.
Now, since p > 1, QES (n, p, C) will overcount, as it will include formulae that
do not contain all members of P . The key is to subtract from it the number of
formulae that contain 1, . . . , p−1 atomics in P . Thus, if #4 (i, n, P, C) represents
the number of formulae with exactly depth n and including exactly i elements
of a set P , we get that:
QEA (n, p, C) = QES (n, p, C) −

p−1
X

#4 (i, n, P, C)

i=1


Next, note that #4 (i, n, P, C) = pi · #3 (n, i, C). This is because there are
ways of obtaining a set I ⊆ P such that |I| = i. Thus, we get that:
QEA (n, p, C) = QES (n, p, C) −

p−1  
X
p
i=1

i

p
i



· #3 (n, i, C)

The inductive hypothesis then directly gives us the desired result.
In the next sections, we use these results to give non-biased versions of the
random formula generators. However, we wish to stress that they are interesting
on their own, and very likely have other uses besides the one given to them in
the following sections.
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4

A Revised Algorithm

In this section, we offer a revised version of GES that samples every formula in
its formula space with equal probability. We offer a proof of this last fact. In the
next section, we use this algorithm to give other non-biased formula generators.
The uniform version of GES can be specified by modifying Function 1 (i.e.
the biased version of GES presented above) in steps 5 and 9. In the case of step
5 (the choice of a logical constant), as noted at the end of section 2, the issue
is that formulae have a constant of greater arity as their main symbol have a
structure with more instances than those that have constants of a lesser arity.
To briefly recapitulate, if n = 1 and P = {p1 , p2 }, ¬(ϕ) has two instances while
∧(ϕ, ϕ) has four. Thus, we need the choice of logical constant to be weighted
by the number of formulae that can be generated with that depth and that
constant as a main symbol.
If there were no requirement that one of the arguments of the constant
must reach depth n − 1, then the number of formulae of depth n that begin
with an m-ary logical constant from C, and contain some P , would be given
by QU S (n − 1, |P |, C)m . However, since in GES one of the arguments of the
structure being generated must reach depth n − 1, we must subtract the number
of formulae that have depth n − 2 or less in all their positions, which is given
by QU S (n − 2, |P |, C)m . Thus, step 4 will weigh the choice of logical constant
in the following way. An m-ary constant will be chosen with probability:
QU S (n − 1, |P |, C)m − QU S (n − 2, |P |, C)m
QES (n, |P |, C)
The second problem with the previous version of GES was located in step 9.
Once a logical constant had been chosen, different choices of depth for its arguments also had different numbers of formulae as instances. For instance,
suppose that n = 2, P = {p1 } and C = {∧}, Then, as explained above (see the
end of Section 2), ∧(∧(ϕ, ϕ), ϕ) would be chosen with probability 0.25, while
∧(∧(ϕ, ϕ), ∧(ϕ, ϕ)) would have probability 0.5. Since each of those structures
only has one instance, the corresponding formulae would also be returned with
different probabilities.
Thus, again, we must weigh the choices of depth in step 9. One way to
do so is the following. Suppose an m-ary constant ? has been chosen in step
5. Then, the formula being generated will have the form ?(f1 , . . . , fm ), where
f1 , . . . , fm have depths d1 , . . . , dm . For a particular choice of d1 , . . . , dm , there
will be QES (d1 , P, C) · ... · QES (dm , P, C) combinations of formulae that can be
generated as the arguments of ?. Therefore, the distribution of depths d1 , . . . , dm
(where at least one di is equal to n − 1) will be weighed with probability:
QES (d1 , P, C) · ... · QES (dm , P, C)
QU S (n − 1, |P |, C)m − QU S (n − 2, |P |, C)m
The denominator in this equation is the same as the numerator above, which
gives the total number of formulae of depth n that start with an m-ary constant.
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With these two modifications in mind, the uniform version of GES can be
given as follows:
Function 2 GES (n, P, C) [Uniform version]
Input: n (depth), P (set of atomics), C (logical constant set)
Output: Random formula of depth n using all or some atomics in P
1. if n = 0 then
2.
Randomly choose an atomic a from P
3.
return a
4. else
5.
Choose an m-ary connective ? from C with probability:
QU S (n − 1, |P |, C)m − QU S (n − 2, |P |, C)m
QES (n, |P |, C)
6.

Choose a distribution of depths d1 , . . . , dm (such that at least one di =
n − 1) with probability:
QES (d1 , P, C) · ... · QES (dm , P, C)
QU S (n − 1, |P |, C)m − QU S (n − 2, |P |, C)m

for all x in {1, . . . , m} do
fx ← GES (dx , P, C)
end for
return ?(f1 , . . . , fm )
11. end if
7.
8.
9.
10.

As the reader can see in Figure 3, the implementation of this algorithm in the
supplementary Python modules samples formulae with a uniform distribution.
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(a) n = 1, P = {p1 , p2 } and C = {¬, ∧}

(b) n = 2, P = {p1 } and C = {∧}

Figure 3: The same two cases from above. 1,000,000 formulae for each graph,
generated with the G ES uniform function in the supplementary Python modules
Theorem 4. For all n, all P and all C, GU S (n, E, C) returns every possible
formula, of depth exactly n and containing all or some members of P , with the
same probability (1/QES (n, P, C)).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the depth n. For the base case, when
n = 0, there are QES (0, P, C) = |P | possible formulae to be returned. The
execution of GES (0, P, C) will enter the condition on step 1 in its first recursive
iteration, so the generator will return a uniformly sampled atomic from P .
Thus, each possible outcome of GES (0, P, C) will be returned with probability
1/|P | = 1/QES (n, P, C)
For the inductive hypothesis, suppose that every formula of depth j < n is
returned by GES (j, P, C) with probability 1/QES (j, P, C).
The strategy here is to take an arbitrary formula ?(f1 , . . . , fm ) of depth n
and show that it will be returned with probability 1/QES (n, P, C). For this
purpose, consider the events that must take place during the execution of GES
so that ?(f1 , . . . , fm ) is generated as output:
• Constant ? must be chosen in step 5.
• The distribution of depths d1 , . . . , dm (denoting the depths of f1 , . . . , fm )
must be chosen in step 6
• f1 , . . . , fm must be obtained in step 8 when GES (d1 , P, C) . . . GES (dm , P, C)
are called
To get the probability that these three events occur, we must multiply their
respective probabilities. The first two events will occur with probability:
13

QU S (n − 1, |P |, C)m − QU S (n − 2, |P |, C)m
QES (d1 , P, C) · ... · QES (dm , P, C)
·
QES (n, |P |, C)
QU S (n − 1, |P |, C)m − QU S (n − 2, |P |, C)m
=

QES (d1 , P, C) · ... · QES (dm , P, C)
QES (n, |P |, C)

Since d1 , . . . , dm are all lower than n, by the inductive hypothesis, the calls to
GES (d1 , P, C) . . . GES (dm , P, C) will return f1 , . . . , fm with probability
1
1
· ... ·
QES (d1 , P, C)
QES (dm , P, C)
Thus, the probability of obtaining ?(f1 , . . . , fm ) is given by:
1
1
QES (d1 , P, C) · ... · QES (dm , P, C)
·
· ... ·
QES (n, |P |, C)
QES (d1 , P, C)
QES (dm , P, C)
=

1
QES (n, |P |, C)

In the next section, we extend the results obtained in this section and in the
previous one to provide two alternative uniform generators, GU S and GEA .

5

Further algorithms

In this section, we provide two further formula generators, which sample their
respective spaces uniformly. The first is GU S , which returns a formula with
depth up-to n and some (but possibly not all) atomics in P .
GU S is fairly easy to obtain from GES . For GU S (n, P, C), we simply need
to choose a depth d from {0, . . . , n} and then call GES (d, P, C). The choice of
depth, however, must be weighed, since there are different numbers of formulae
for different depths. The way to do this is to choose a depth d with probability:
QES (d, |P |, C)
QU S (n, |P |, C)
Thus, GU S can be specified as follows:
Function 3 GU S (n, P, C)
Input: n (depth), P (set of atomic formulae to use), C (logical constant set)
Output: Random formula
Q (d,|P |,C)
1. Choose a depth d from {0, . . . , n} with probability Q ES (n,|P |,C)
US
2. f ← G ES(d, P, C)
3. return f
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Theorem 5. For all n, all P and all C, GU S (n, P, C) returns every possible
formula, of depth up-to n and containing all or some members of P , with the
same probability (1/GU S (n, P, C)).
Proof. Consider an arbitrary formula f of depth d (such that 0 ≤ d ≤ n). For
this formula to be generated by GU S (n, P, C), d must be chosen in step 1 and f
must be obtained from the call to GES (d, P, C) in step 2. The weighing equation
introduced above and Theorem 4 imply that this will occur with probability:
QES (d, |P |, C)
1
1
·
=
QU S (n, |P |, C) QES (d, |P |, C)
QU S (d, |P |, C)

Obtaining the next generator, GEA , presents some additional complications.
Firstly, if in step 2 the atomics are chosen from the entire set P , then some
members of P may never be chosen. For instance, if n = 1, P = {p1 , p2 } and
C = {∧}, then the formula we get will have the form ∧(ϕ, ϕ); but if in step
2 in both recursive paths p1 is chosen, then the formula will not contain every
atomic in P .
Secondly, if n = 2, P = {p1 , p2 , p3 } and C = {¬, ∧}, then the structure
¬(¬(ϕ)) should never be chosen, since no instance of that structure can contain
all three propositional letters. Likewise, if n = 2, P = {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 } and
C = {∧}, once the constant ∧ has been chosen, the only depth distribution
chosen with positive probability should be (1, 1), since both (0, 1) and (1, 0)
cannot accommodate 4 atomics. It seems, then, that the generator should
somehow keep track of the number of atomics left to be placed, to ensure that
every atomic appears in the final formula.
To accomplish that, the recursive step of the algorithm will not only choose a
logical constant and a distribution of depths, but also a distribution of subsets of
P to assign to the arguments of the constant. That is, we will first generate a set
D that contains, for every every arity m present in C, all possible distributions
of form ((d1 , P1 ), . . . , (dm , Pm )), where di is the depth of the i-th argument and
Pi is the subset of P for the i-th argument. For each argument of the main
connective, GEA (di , Pi , C) will be called recursively. For instance, if n = 1,
P = {p1 , p2 } and C = {¬, ∧, ∨}, then D will contain:
• ((0, {p1 }), (0, {p2 })). If this structure is chosen, since it is of length 2, the
formula will either be ∧(p1 , p2 ) or ∨(p1 , p2 )
• ((0, {p2 }), (0, {p1 })). If this structure is chosen, since it is of length 2, the
formula will either be ∧(p2 , p1 ) or ∨(p2 , p1 )
• (0, {p1 , p2 }). This structure is of length 1, so we would choose ¬ as the
main symbol, and for its argument recursively call GEA (0, {p1 , p2 }, C).
However, this last part would fail (no formula of depth 0 can contain two
atomics). Thus, this structure will be assigned weight 0 in the weighing
function. This is how GEA keeps track of the atomics left to be placed.
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More generally, D will be such that:
• Each member of D has form ((d1 , P1 ), . . . , (dm , Pm )), such that there is
an m-ary constant in C
• For each member of D, there is at least one dx such that dx = n − 1
• For each member of D, each Pi is a subset of P , and is not empty.
S
• For each member of D, x∈{1,...,m} Px = P
To weigh a distribution of this sort, we must count how many formulae there
are with exactly depth dx and all Px for all x in {1, . . . , m} (i.e. how many
subformulae there are for each of the arguments of the main logical constant),
over the total number of formulae possible. This will be given by:
C(m) ·

QEA (d1 , |P1 |, C) · ... · QEA (dm , |Pm |, C)
QEA (n, |P |, C)

The C(m) at the beginning is because a formula with distribution ((d1 , P1 ), . . . , (dm , Pm ))
can begin with any of the m-ary constants. With this in mind, the uniform version of GEA can be given as follows:
Function 4 GEA (n, P, C)
Input: n (depth), P (set of atomics), C (logical constant set)
Output: Random formula structure
1. if |P | > k n , where k is the maximum arity in C then
2.
return ERROR
3. else if n = 0 then
4.
return the only member of P
5. else
6.
Choose a distribution ((d1 , P1 ), . . . , (dm , Pm )) from D with probability:
C(m) ·
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

QEA (d1 , |P1 |, C) · ... · QEA (dm , |Pm |, C)
QEA (n, |P |, C)

for all x in {1, . . . , m} do
fx ← GEA (dx , Px , C)
end for
Randomly choose an m-ary constant ? from C
return ?(f1 , . . . , fm )
end if

Notice that, if the condition on 1 is not fulfilled in the first recursive iteration,
it will never be the case later on, since any distribution that contains (di , Pi ) as
a member, where |Pi | > k di , will be assigned a weight of 0.
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Figure 4: Frequencies of the formulae obtained for n = 2, P = {p} and C =
{¬, ∧} for 1,000,000 generated formulae. Generated with the G EA uniform
function in the supplementary Python modules.
Theorem 6. For all n, all P and all C, GEA (n, P, C) returns every possible
formula, of depth exactly n that contains all members of P , with the same
probability (1/QEA (n, P, C)).
Proof. The proof is, once more, by induction on n. The base case is obvious.
If n = 0 and |P | = 1, then GEA (0, P, C) will return the only possible formula
with probability 1.
For the inductive case, suppose that for all j < n, GEA (j, P, C) returns
every possible formula with probability 1/QEA (j, |P |, C). We now show that
an arbitrary formula ?(f1 , . . . , fm ) has probability 1/QEA (n, |P |, C) of being
returned.
Three events have to take place for ?(f1 , . . . , fm ) to be returned. The first is
that the distribution ((d1 , P1 ), . . . , (dm , Pm )) is chosen in step 6, where d1 is the
depth of f1 and P1 is the set of atomics in f1 , ..., and dm is the depth of fm and
Pm is the set of atomics in fm . The second is that the formulae f1 , . . . , fm are
generated through the recursive calls to GEA (d1 , P1 , C), . . . , GEA (dm , Pm , C)
in step 8. The third is that constant ? is chosen among the m-ary constants.
The first probability is given by the weighing function, while the second by the
inductive hypothesis, and their multiplication is equal to:

C(m)·

QEA (d1 , |P1 |, C) · ... · QEA (dm , |Pm |, C)
1
1
·
·...·
QEA (n, |P |, C)
QEA (d1 , |P1 |, C)
QEA (dm , |Pm |, C)
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=

C(m)
QEA (n, |P |, C)

Since, in step 10, the constant of arity m is chosen uniformly, ? will be chosen
with probability 1/C(m), which directly gives us the desired result.

6

Conclusions

In this article, we have introduced three random generators of propositional
formulae, which we have called G ES, G U S and G EA. We began with a nonuniform version of G ES, proving that it returns every formula with positive,
but not equal, probability. In section 3, results about the cardinalities of the formula spaces of those generators (named Q ES, Q U S and Q EA) were proven.
This allowed us to give uniform versions of all three generators in sections 4
(G ES) and 5 (the other two).
There are two additional noteworthy features about the apparatus presented
here. The first is that formulae containing sentential constants (such as > and ⊥)
can be generated with the above algorithms simply by treating them as extra
atomics. The second is that the above generators can also be used as term
generators in a first-order language with function symbols. For that purpose,
the variables and individual constants must be treated as the atomics and the
function symbols as the logical constants.
Having uniform formula generators can be useful for a variety of reasons.
The one that led us here, as stated in the introduction, is related to the need
of random formulae in the generation of logic exercises, but researchers will
probably be able to find many more.
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